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THE COCONUT GROVE RESTAURANT SCENE IS BUZZING AMID
NEW RESTAURANT OPENINGS INCLUDING A NEW CONCEPT
FROM DAVID GRUTMAN

Coconut Grove is alive and buzzing amid a variety of new restaurant opens that are bringing one of
Miami’s most historic and beautiful neighborhoods back into its heyday. In December Major Food Group
opened Sadelle’s, a breakfast-centric haven, power-lunch hotspot, and energetic dinner destination located in
Park Grove at the former Tigertail + Mary space. Nearby, reclaiming its role as the epicenter of Miami’s
Coconut Grove commercial district, the newly redeveloped CocoWalk is now 100% leased with the
announcement of the new openings including The Key Club from David Grutman’s Groot Hospitality and
a new concept from Ariete Hospitality.
The Key Club, which is set to open at CocoWalk in the upcoming weeks, is an energetic American grill. It’s
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menu will feature items such as seafood, steaks, salads and will offer a sushi component with an upbeat,
party atmosphere. The restaurant is designed with nautical and nature vibes with indoor and outdoor
seating. They are currently hiring for management, FOH and BOH positions. Groot Hospitality is the
restaurant group behind Swan, Papi Steak, and Komodo, as well as nightlife destinations such as LIV.
Other recent openings include modern American restaurant Botánico Gin & Cookhouse, which opened in
November, and Duck N’ Sum, a modern Asian restaurant serving classic flavors such as steamed bao buns
and garlic noodles. Then, in December, Sushi Garage unveiled its unique culinary experience inspired by
classic Japanese flavors created by Executive Chef Sunny Oh.
Ariete Hospitality Group, the culinary creators behind some of Coconut Grove’s most popular restaurants
such as Ariete, Navé and Chug’s, will also open a new restaurant on property this year. Set to open in
spring 2022 is Narbona Natural Foods & Farm Market, the 8,253-square-foot specialty market that will
feature a butcher shop, fresh pastas, and a bakery along with a selection of gourmet cheeses, craft beers,
wines, and coffees – all produced on its farms in South America. This will become Narbona’s second
location to open in South Florida.
In addition to the new and exciting dining concepts, world-class cinema Cinépolis makes its highly
anticipated debut with the opening of a brand-new movie theater this winter, marking the return of the
neighborhood’s only movie theater.
“Our goal with the newly renovated CocoWalk is to reinvigorate the lifestyle destination and offer a more
curated experience to those who live, work, and play in Coconut Grove,” said Michael Comras, CEO and
President of The Comras Company. “The return of Cinepolis, the top shops already open and our
upcoming restaurant debuts by several of Miami’s leading hospitality groups will further enhance the
lifestyle, dining and shopping experience the new CocoWalk has to offer.”
The new restaurants join an already impressive and extensive line-up of curated national, regional and
local concepts currently open at CocoWalk such as PLANTA Queen, Mister 01 Extraordinary Pizza,
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Sweetgreen and ice cream outpost Salt & Straw.
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